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APICe Talks, Seminars, and Presentations

Research, project, and teaching activities in APICe typically involve giving a number of presentations, seminars, talks, speeches, either formal or informal, in the context of meetings, workshops, classes, conferences, and similar events.

A space for the many talks that APICe people give is essential to appreciate the technical and scientific activities developed in APICe. This Talks space in the APICe web space, is meant to provide a general entry for students and colleagues, and also a tool for sharing knowledge among the people in APICe.

Information in the Talks space is intended to be cooperatively generated and maintained by all people involved in any form in the APICe activities, either as producers or as consumers of the materials. The resulting information is instead meant to be freely available to anyone with an interest in the technical and scientific areas interested by the research and technical activities of APICe.
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